Recently artificial neural networks have been advocated as a possible technique for fault detection. Neural networks are noise tolerant and their ability to generalise the knowledge as well as to adapt during use are extremely interesting properties. The approach to solution of properties changes detection problem for stochastic sequences circumscribed by the nonlinear equations of an autoregressive-moving average is proposed in the paper. The architecture of multilayer recurrent neural network and algorithms of neurone parameters tuning ensuring maximum speed of learning process are proposed. The virtue of the proposed approach is the possibility of stochastic sequences of any structure diagnosing, high speed and computing simplicity.
Introduction
The early detection and diagnosis of faults in industry and ecology monitoring is important from the viewpoint of plant safety as well as reduced manufacturing costs. The conventional method of fault detection is to use static and dynamic model of the process [Iser1, Fran1] , rule-based expert systems [Patt1, Iser2] , pattern recognition [Deit1] .
In recent years artificial neural networks have been advocated as a possible technique for fault diagnosis too. Artificial neural networks can handle non-linear and undetermined processes like black box because no process model is needed, but neural networks learn the diagnosis by means of the information of the training data. Neural networks are noise tolerant and their ability to generalise the knowledge as well as to adapt during use are extremely interesting properties.
Researches devoted to applying of neural networks in fault diagnosis have been quite active during the last years [McDu1, Kram1, Sors1] . The classification of individual measurement patterns is not always unique in dynamic situation. But for the particular class of object it is possible to design the fault detection procedure. Autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) model is common description of dynamical objects. The ARMA model cannot be used for nonlinear dynamical systems and processes, which are of greatest interest in the field of fault detection. So the non-linear autoregressive and moving average (NARMA) model is quite satisfying for diagnosis problem of real non-linear objects.
The architecture of multilayer recurrent artificial neural networks and algorithms of networks parameters tuning combining the multimodel approach and approximation property of predicting neural networks with non-linear activation functions are proposed in the paper. The changes of stochastic sequence properties are fixed with the help of diagnosing vector with elements corresponding to synaptic weights of output neurone.
Architecture of the diagnosing neural network
The proposed architecture of diagnosing recurrent neural network is shown on fig. 1 and represents a network of elementary neurones which were differed by an aspect of activation functions and tuning algorithms being in common case the gradient procedures of unconditional or conditional optimisation. 
The prediction estimates appropriate to the nonlinear autoregressive-moving average process (NARMA-process) 
Algorithm of the first hidden layer neurones tuning
The output signal of j-th neurone of the first hidden layer can be represented as
is activation function of j-th neurone;
The expression (1) represents exposition of a nonlinear autoregressive-moving average j-th order stochastic sequence, and, as it was marked in [Auss1] , just the definition of a "j" value is the most complicated problem.
Let us introduce an error of j-th neurone prediction
Then it is possible to write the gradient procedure of synaptic weights tuning as [Nare1] : 
we can write variant of algorithm (3) with highest rate of tuning as: 
It is possible to show that For real-time application it is expedient to present (9) in the recursive form as: 
Often it is more convenient to use analysed sequence ) (t x and its predictions in algorithm (11) rather than innovating signal. Then the algorithm of the second hidden layer neurones tuning can be represented as: 
Tuning procedure for output neurone
The output layer of the diagnosing neural network is formed by one neurone 3 T that joins outputs of the second hidden layer by the following way 
-vector, that consist of units) they can be interpreted as probabilities of hypothesise that the "true" structure of the process is closest to a structure of the ).
is maximum.
Like approach was used in [Voro1] .
For the definition of a diagnostic vector of probabilities ) (t P let us enter into consideration a Lagrangian 
Simulation results
In this section simulation results of nonlinear system prediction and fault detection using diagnosing neural network are presented. Let us consider the system described by following difference equation For prediction and fault detection we use the diagnosing neural network with d=7. For tuning of the first and second hidden layer synaptic weights the algorithm (5) and (12) are used. Output neurone is tuned using algorithm (17). Training procedure of the neural network was continued only for 500 time steps using the random input with amplitude uniformly distributed in the interval [-1,1]. Fig. 2 shows the output of the system and predictions from 5-th neurone of second hidden layer and output neurone. It is agreed to conclusion from expression (10). And as we can see from fig. 4 , at the time instant k=250 the components of diagnosing vector of output neurone are changed.
On the fig. 4 So the simulation result is agreed to theoretical conclusions that were discussed in the paper.
Conclusions
The solution of properties changes detection problem for stochastic sequence that circumscribed by the nonlinear autoregressive-moving average equation using recursive artificial neural network is proposed. The architecture of diagnosing neural network and algorithms with improved rate of tuning are proposed. The recurrent neural network is simple and ensures fast fault detection in real-time application. The simulation results confirm effectiveness of the neural network.
